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In the 17th-century intellectual cul-
ture from which Christopher wren’s
architecture emerged, the investiga-

tion of underlying natural laws and his-
torical origins went hand-in-hand;
wren himself devoted his talents and
attention to both. wren was a respected
scientist, ascending to Oxford’s savilian
Professor of Astronomy and a fellow-
ship in the new Royal society; but his
equally strong interest in antiquity is the
main subject of this thoroughly
researched and splendidly illustrated
study by the eminent architectural his-
torian Vaughan Hart.

Hart argues that wren’s particular
concern was with Eastern antiquity
(that is, east of, and older than, Greece
and Rome). By the 17th century, such
an interest was considerably helped
along by a steady stream of reports from
travelers who returned to England after
having spent time in the Ottoman
Empire.  Along with publishing their
written accounts and drawings of mon-
umental sites, a number of these trav-

elers gave lectures at the Royal society
or visited privately with wren and his
learned circle of friends. 

searching for the most ancient and
Biblical models led wren’s circle to
Jerusalem, and specifically to investi-
gations of solomon’s Temple and the
Church of the Holy sepulchre. At the
same time, their interest in Christian
imperial monuments centered on the
“new Rome” of Constantinople and its
church of Hagia sophia, founded by
the Christian emperors Constantine
and Justinian, respectively.

Both Jerusalem and Constantinople
were esteemed in preference to Rome,
which was tainted both by its pagan
origins and by its later corruptions.
Thus, the range of wren’s historical
imagination was significantly
expanded and revised from that of his
immediate predecessor, Inigo Jones,
whose frame of reference had been
defined by Greco-Roman antiquity,
Vitruvius, and Palladio.

Anglican clergy were particularly
eager to build links between the Eng-
lish church and Eastern Orthodoxy,
which they saw as closer to the “prim-
itive church” than Roman Catholicism.
Among many publications that pur-
sued this program, those by George
sandys (1615) and George wheler
(1689) gave particular attention to

Eastern church buildings and practices
and included detailed architectural
drawings. Hart builds a detailed case
that wren’s wholly novel introduction
of domes and central plans to English
church building was ultimately driven
by these concerns, more than by any
French or Italian inspirations.

After the upheaval of the English
Civil war, wren and his patrons were
also keen to promote the unity of
church and crown, for which st. Paul’s
stood. Hart argues that the best way of
interpreting wren’s magnificent dome
at st. Paul’s is by looking to Justinian’s
Hagia sophia. Just as Justinian was
thought to have said, “solomon, I have
outdone thee!”, the stuart monarchs
would be able to see themselves in the
completed st. Paul’s as successors to
Justinian (and to solomon). solomon’s
Temple, too, had been imagined as a
domed structure (e.g., on the title page
of Archbishop Ussher’s 1658 Annals of
the World),  and early views of
Jerusalem misidentified the Dome of
the Rock as the Temple.

solomonic typology was pervasive.
Hart writes that “Practically all public
sermons in favor of Jones’s restoration
of old st. Paul’s undertaken in the
1630s were animated by the concep-
tion of it as the rebuilt Temple and of
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stuart London as the prophesied new
Jerusalem”; the same comparison was
made at the 1661 coronation of Charles
II, and at the 1697 consecration of
wren’s new st. Paul’s. Archbishop
william Laud compared such founda-
tion ceremonies to the reconsecration
of pagan temples under Constantine.

Along with his domes, wren also
took from Byzantine church building
the idea of the central, cross-in-square
plan (which divides a square space into
nine parts under a central dome) for
several of his city churches, using it
most breathtakingly at st. stephen
walbrook (fig. A). Hart observes that
such a centralized space “suited
preaching, at the heart of the Protes-
tant liturgy, in contrast to the long nave
and aisles that facilitated the proces-
sions of Roman Catholic ritual.”

wren’s architectural theory also
importantly allowed for the place of
nature (i.e., uniform geometrical
beauty), and of custom (i.e., famil-
iarity), in determining the appropriate
style for buildings. whereas his Eng-
lish contemporaries uniformly
denounced Gothic pointed arches as
“barbarous” by comparison with clas-
sical temples, wren recognized that,
having been hallowed by custom and
tradition, the Gothic style remained
appropriate for collegiate and ecclesi-
astical purposes. To further reinforce
his case, wren also traced the origins
of Gothic pointed arches further back
in history, beyond the “barbarous
Goths” to the “civilized saracens” who
had built the Dome of the Rock and
the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem.
Accordingly, wren’s design for Tom
Tower at Christ Church, Oxford incor-
porates both the “natural beauty” of
simple geometric forms, and the “cus-
tomary beauty” of Gothic surface
detailing, blending in harmoniously
with the two pre-existing Gothic
towers beside it (fig. B).

Perhaps the strongest impression
given of wren’s mind is that of a broad
confidence that architecture could find
itself a secure origin within a harmo-

nious unity of history, sci-
ence, and myth — a confi-
dence all the more poignant
considering how later
research would end up dis-
mantling many of his con-
jectures in that direction.
His contemporaries had
shared a similar, over-opti-
mistic confidence: while
wren believed that the
origin of the architectural
orders could be traced to the
“Tyrian order” of solomon’s
day, as on the so-called
“Tomb of Absalom” in
Jerusalem (actually a first-
century construction).
Hooke expected that hiero-
glyphics would offer a clue
to the original, pre-Babel
language. Ussher (like
newton) believed that he
could fix an exact date for
the creation in 4004 BC.
And so forth. 

while wren’s confident, ingenious
architectural genealogies have had to
be revised or abandoned with the pas-
sage of time, that same passage has
begun to give his own monuments a

patina of antiquity — an outcome that
would have pleased him well.

Ben Lima is a parishioner at Church of
the Incarnation in Dallas. His website is
churcharchitecture.wordpress.com.
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